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Introduction
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LEOP is a 10x10x10 cm satellite called a CubeSat.
Although LEOP is small, it’s power demands are enormous
and power management can be complicating. This chart
gives a good idea of the requirements for power for all it’s
subcomponents:
Conceptual Design
Item
Payload
Camera
Camera Support
Wires

Quantity

Payload Total

Peak Power (mWatts)
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Onboard Bus

Propulsion???

Propulsion Total

ADCS
Magnetometer
Sun Sensors
Permanent Magnet
H. Material
Spring Boom
Solar Array
Deployment
Magnitorquers
MEMS gyroscope

1
5
5

ADCS Total

Average Power (mWatts)

Communication
Omnidirectional
Antenna
UHF Transmitter
UHF Receiver

1
1
1

C&DH
Storage Unit
I/O
Computer

10
5500
0.33
5510.33
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5000
0.33
5000.5478
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1
1

Thermal
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Heaters
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0
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5
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1
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6600
0.2
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3300
0
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1

0
0
0
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0
0
0
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Communications Total

C&DH Total

Thermal Total
Power
Solar Panels
Battery Cells
(charging)
EPS Unit

Power Total
Structure

Cabling and
Harnesses/Clips
Aluminum

Structure Total

Comprehensive Total
Power System
Efficiency
Margin
Total Power Required

80%
25%

3091.55956
4637.33934
23186.6967

Charging the Batteries

Despite the make of the rechargeable
batteries, there are a few things that need
to be taken into consideration for the
failsafe. Much of this has to do with the
orbit. Orbital science will not be discussed
here, only that which is necessary to
determine power accumulation.
This chart represents the predetermined
values for the solar panels, and is needed
to prepare for the failsafe procedure. This
data is also used for the design of the
actual hardware.
Focusing on the BOL (beginning of life)
and EOL (ending of life) power will give a
good summery of overall power at the
beginning and ending of LEOP’s mission
life.
Notice that there are several factors that
affect BOL and EOL. The way to determine
the BOL is (number of solar panels) × (solar
panel area) × 0.0001 × (average solar
pressure) × (panels power efficiency). The
EOL power is determined by (BOL) × (offpointing degradation) × (expected
temperature degradation) × (expected
radiation degradation).
Also note that there is sufficient
information given about the charge
capacity of the battery just with the
information about the solar panels. The

battery capacity is the total power
accessible by that battery. Since the

failsafe is set at 80% of that value, LEOP
will enter failsafe at 96W.

Accounting for the Failsafe
Procedure

What’s not accounted for in this chart,
but is crucial for a successful mission is a
failsafe procedure. Failsafe is a special

mode or program that allows only the
essential functionalities to operate.

For LEOP, the failsafe occurs when 20%
of power is consumed from the battery
array or group of batteries. There will only
be two overall basic functions permitted
when LEOP is in this failsafe mode; The
first function is charging of the batteries
with solar panels until 100% power is
acquired. The second function is sending a
small beacon via radio that will report on
LEOP’s status to ground base. Focusing on
these procedures is the challenging
processes of power management.
The quantity of parts is important for
power allocation. The measurements of
average power in this chart represents how
much power is expected at any given time.
The peak power represents the amount of
power expected in the worse possible
scenario. This information will aid in
conceptualizing a model for the failsafe
computer code.

Power System Requirements
Value

Measurement
Symbol
s

Load Power
Mission Duration
Bus Voltage
Array Operating Temperature
Design Summery
Value

15.458 ( W ) Watts
0.5 ( Yrs ) Years
259 ( V ) Voltage
Top

Units

7.01 W
2.89 W

Solar Panel Area of a Single
Cell
Battery Capacity
Design Battery Mass
Design Battery Volume

Value
Perigee Altitude

20 ( C ) Celsius

Measurement
Symbol
s

Beginning of Life Power ( BOL )
End of Life Power ( EOL )

Satellite Orbit

Units

3.00
120
0.400
2.000

m2
Wh
Kg
dm3

Measurement
Symbol
s
hp
500.000 km

Apogee Altitude
Inclination
Radius of Perigee

ha
i
rp

500.000 km
41.000 deg
6,878.000 km

Radius of Apogee
Semi Major Axis
Eccentricity

ra
a
e

6,878.000 km
6,878.000 km
0.000

Orbit Period
Velocity at Perigee
Velocity at Apogee
Semiactus Rectum

τσ
Vp
Vs
p

94.613
7.613
7.613
6,878.000

Mean Motion (Angular
Velocity)
Mean Motion 2
Eclipse Geometry
Value
Solar Beta Angle
Alpha
Percent in Penumbra
Percent in Full Sunlight
Time in Penumbra
Time in Full Sunlight
Eclipse Cycles Over Time

n
n

Units

min
km/s
km/s
km

95.629 rad/day
15.218 rev/day

Measurement
Symbol
s

Units

0.000 ( deg ) degrees
21.982 deg
37.79%
62.21%
2,145.432 ( sec ) Seconds
3,532.112 sec
2,779.159

Power Allocation

Power allocation includes shutting on and off subcomponents as well as controlling how much power is given to each
subcomponent at any given time. In order to best conceptualize a method of allocation, diagrams are an appropriate. Bellow is
a conceptual diagram of hardware, and below that is a diagram of the systems. To the right, are explanations of each diagram.

Hardware Layout

The EPS Module (Electrical Power System
Module) is a device that contains all the
needed components to handle power for the
entire spacecraft. It allocates power by the
use of a chip with I2C integration.
The battery array is the main source of
power. Current is sent to the EPS and
permitted to proceed at the correct voltages
and current to any of the subcomponents:
C&DH (Command and Data Handling Systems),
transceiver, camera, ADCS (Attitude and the
Attitude and Determination Control System or
gravity gradient boom), and the different
sensors.
The solar panels charge the batteries by
passing current through the EPS’ GPIO pin and
the voltage/power regulator, (both of which are
mounted to the EPS device). The correct
amount of current and voltage is permitted to
the battery array and into the battery charger.
The charger is the configuration of the I/O,
ground, and heater.
If the batteries reach its maximum power,
the I/O (switch) shuts off. There must therefore
be data delivered to the EPS from the charger
to command this operation to occur.

Software Layout
Looking at the hardware isn’t enough to
completely understand the full scope of power
management, the software must be explained
as well. The logic behind the failsafe will start
with this statement: “can the batteries provide
enough power for LEOP when the transmitter
and computer on? If no, activate failsafe
procedure.”
Upon receiving a command from ground
base, LEOP will send that signal to C&DH.
C&DH will interpret that signal and command
needed components to turn on, or run a task on
the computer. With every command, the EPS is
notified and will permit however much power is
required to that specific subcomponent.
The Systems Concept Diagram represents
the power allocation. Red arrows represent
power consumption, green is recharging power,
and blue is the data transfer.

Conclusion

Although LEOP demands a lot of power, and
managing that power can be challenging, an
Electrical Power System Module makes that
task much easier to accomplish.
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